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1H,15N,13C-triple resonance NMR of very large systems at 900MHz
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Abstract

We provide quantitative signal to noise data and feasibility study at 900MHz for 1H–15N–13C triple resonance backbone as-

signment pulse sequences obtained from a medium sized 2H, 13C, 15N labeled protein slowed down in glycerol–water solution to

mimic relaxation and spectroscopic properties of a much larger protein system with macromolecular tumbling correlation time of 52

and 80 ns, respectively, at 296 and 283K (corresponding to molecular weights of 130 and 250 kDa). Comparisons of several different

schemes for transferring magnetization from proton to nitrogen and back to proton confirms Yang and Kay�s 1999 prediction that

avoiding the unfavorable relaxation properties of 1H–15N multiple quantum coherence in the TROSY phase cycle of the final 15N–
1H transfer before acquisition is crucial for maximal sensitivity from these very large molecular weight systems. We also show results

which confirm some predictions regarding the superiority of TROSY at 900MHz vs. 800MHz especially as the molecular weights

become very large.

� 2003 Published by Elsevier Science (USA).
1. Introduction

Since Wuthrich and coworkers first showed [1] that

relaxation cross-correlation effects between chemical

shift and dipolar interaction tensors can be exploited to

obtain narrower line-widths even in very large bio-

macromolecules (MW� 50 kDa), there have been a
number of publications utilizing the Transverse Relax-

ation Optimized Spectroscopy (TROSY) method in ever

larger molecular weight systems [2].

The present work seeks to examine the utility of ex-

isting TROSY-based schemes to obtain 1H–15N–13C

type triple resonance spectra in as high a molecular

weight systems as possible (or as large a macromolecular

rotational correlation time, sc) and ascertain the upper
limits of the feasibility of acquiring spectra from ex-

periments like HNCO or HNCA for sequential assign-

ment purposes.

We would also like to address the question of how

much advantage the 900MHz system has over lower

field spectrometers, such as the 800MHz, when it comes

to maximizing the TROSY effect for larger molecular
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weight systems. Quantitative comparisons between 800

and 900MHz are shown for medium size protein and

very large systems in Appendix A.
2. Methods

2.1. Sample used

We want to model the rotational tumbling behavior

of very large molecular weight systems (rotational cor-

relation time sc � 40 ns, MW� 100 kDa) while having

sufficiently well characterized spectra of a well-known

and well-behaved sample which can be expressed with

triple labeling and solubilized at high concentrations
and is stable over very long periods of time; thus we

have taken a 22 kDa triple-labeled protein, LFA-1 (hu-

man Leukocyte Function Associated Antigen-1) [3] and

slowed it down in glycerol–water solution in order to be

able to access rotational correlation times in excess of

90 ns at near 273K. The sample was prepared as follows.

To a 2.5mM LFA-1 (uniformly enriched in 13C, 15N,

70% enriched in 2H) in 95/5% H2O/D2O solution (pH
7.5, 2mM NaCl) was added 40% glycerol-d8(v/v),

making the sample about 2mM in LFA-1 (molar ratio

of H2O:glycerol �6).
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It was determined by relaxation measurements (15N
T1/T2 ratio) on 40 backbone resonances that the sample

had a rotational correlation time, sc of 52� 2 ns at

296K (or 54� 1.6 ns over 33 resonances) corresponding

to molecular weight of 130 kDa. At 283K, 15N T1 and

T2 measurements are no longer possible, so fitting of

1D-CRIPT [4] experimental intensity build-up and de-

cay as a function of mixing time to Eq. (1) of [4]

(RC¼ 200, RI¼ 430) was used to determine a correlation
time of 80 ns, corresponding to molecular weight of

roughly 250 kDa. Using comparisons of viscosity mea-

surements tabulated [5] at 293 and 273K for 50 wt%

glycerol in water, we can estimate a value of sc> 85 ns at

283K and confirm the rotational correlation times of 52

and 80 ns determined at 296 and 283K, respectively, by

the above relaxation time ratios and 1D-CRIPT inten-

sity build-up methods.
Fig. 1. (a) HNCO clean-TROSY using the scheme of Sorensen and coworke

900MHz.Delays were set as follows:D¼ 2.5ms;R¼ 2.0ms; T ¼ 10:0ms. Phas

�y; /7 ¼ 4ðxÞ; 4ð�xÞ; /R ¼ x; 2ð�xÞ; x;�x; 2ðxÞ; x. Quadrature in 15N is obtain

filled bars while inverting /2, /3, and /5, as prescribed in [6]. (b) HNCO clean

obtained by replacing the bracketed region of (a) with the analogous bracket

obtained by incrementing the first intervalTwhile decrementing the second inte

tomodulationof 15Nchemical shiftwith 13C–15Nscalar coupling). Phase cycle is
15N–1H transfer butTROSYprinciple applied for 15Nmagnetizationonly; also

set as follows:D¼ 2.5ms; T ¼ 20:0ms. Phase cycle is/1 ¼ x;�x;/7 ¼ x; x;�x�
while incrementing anddecrementing thefirst and secondT as in (b) above. (d)H

Delayswere set as follows:D¼ 2.5ms; T ¼ 10:0ms. Phase cycle is/1 ¼ x; x;�x;
in 15N is obtained by the enhanced sensitivity gradientmethod,where for each v

(x=� x). (e)HNCOCRINEPT-TROSYusing 2DCRINEPT scheme prescribe

in (b) and (c) above. Delays were set as follows:C¼ 3.0–3.5ms; T ¼ 20:0ms. Ph

in 15N is obtained by States-TPPI of /1, along with inversion of w1 and stor

prescribed in [4]. Due to this procedure, in order to obtain quantitative result

increment must be half as many for this scheme.
2.2. NMR experiments

Data were acquired on Bruker DRX-800 and

Avance-900 spectrometers. All spectrometers were

equipped with triple resonance (1H, 13C, 15N) probe-

heads also fitted with triple axis gradients. The following

experiments/pulse sequences were designed and/or op-

timized for evaluation of triple resonance experiments at

very large molecular weights:
(1) HNCO-clean-TROSY (Fig. 1a);

(2) 15N,13C-MQ-HNCO-clean-TROSY (Fig. 1b);

(3) 15N,13C-MQ-HNCO (Fig. 1c);

(4) HNCO-Yang/Kay-TROSY (Fig. 1d);

(5) 15N,13C-MQ-HNCO-CRINEPT-TROSY (Fig. 1e).

HNCO-clean-TROSY is of the clean-TROSY variant

devised by Sorensen and coworkers [6–8] in which 1H,
15N double and zero-quantum coherences are selected in
rs [5–7] with modifications to ensure water saturation is minimized at

e cycle is/1 ¼ x;�x;/2 ¼ /3 ¼ y;/4 ¼ x; x;�x;�x;/5 ¼ /6 ¼ y; y;�y;
ed by changing the signs and amplitudes of the three gradients shown in

-TROSY using 15N–13C multiple quantum coherence for 13C evolution,

ed region of (c) and setting the first 15N p/2 to /1.
15N chemical shift is

rvalT (this procedure causes slight phase twists in the 1H–15N plane due

identical to (a). (c)HNCOusingonly the INEPTscheme for 1H–15Nand

uses 15N–13Cmultiple quantumcoherence for 13C evolution.Delayswere

x;/R ¼ x;�x;�x; x. Quadrature in 15N is obtainedbyStates-TPPIof/7

NCOTROSYschemeofYangandKay [9]with very littlemodifications.

�x;/5 ¼ y;�y;/6 ¼ 4ðxÞ; 4ð�xÞ;/7 ¼ x;/R ¼ x;�x;�x; x. Quadrature
alue of t1 separate data sets are recorded for the last gradient (+/)) and/7

d byRiek et al. [4] and also using 15N–13Cmultiple quantumcoherence as

ase cycle is:/1 ¼ x;�x;/2 ¼ x; x;�x;�x;/R ¼ x;�x;�x; x. Quadrature
ing of data in two different locations and recombining in processing as

s in comparison to the other methods (a–d), the number of scans per t1
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the refocusing reverse-INEPT portion of the sequence
just prior to data acquisition; modifications were made

by adding water flip-back pulses to ensure highest sen-

sitivity on the 900MHz spectrometer which seemed

much more sensitive to radiation damping effects than

the 800, presumably due to the 900 probe circuit�s higher
Q factor. The first S3 CT element [7] in this sequence was

empirically set to 2ms� 2 by minimizing the well-

known TROSY artifacts [9]. HNCO-Yang/Kay-TROSY
was used without any modifications based on the pub-

lished sequence of Yang and Kay [10]. See text for dis-

cussions of the other pulse sequence schemes.
3. Results and discussion

In order to examine possible triple resonance schemes
for very large molecular weight systems, it is convenient

to recognize that the typical 1H–15N–13C–15N–1H het-

ero-nuclear COSY/relay experiments are all built upon

the building block of 1H–15N–1H 2D experiments such

as TROSY [1] and CRINEPT [4], whose sensitivity and

resolution characteristics have been analyzed extensively

by various groups. Obviously a particular scheme which

best preserves the 15N multiplet component (spin state)
with the longest transverse relaxation time without

mixing it with other shorter-lived components would

best succeed as a building block for triple resonance

experiments of larger molecular weight systems. Two of

the 1H–15N–1H schemes considered here are the TRO-

SY modifications of Sorensen�s group (clean-TROSY)

[6], and CRINEPT. Whereas the TROSY scheme of

Pervushin and all others preserves just the up-field 1H
and down-field 15N narrow component, the CRINEPT

scheme does nothing to phase cycle out the so-called

anti-TROSY (down-field 1H and up-field 15N) compo-

nent but relies on the line-width of the anti-TROSY

component being so large as to not be of appreciable

intensity relative to the TROSY component. There is

one other 1H–15N–1H scheme which similarly leaves

untouched the anti-TROSY component, shown by
Yang and Kay [10], which we also consider here.

Following the work of Yang and Kay [10] in which

quantitative estimates of TROSY/anti-TROSY intensity

ratios were given for triple resonance experiments where

there are long constant time delays for 15N–13C coher-

ence transfer and back, we have ascertained that when

the rotational correlation time of a system is long, only

the TROSY (narrow) component of the two possible
15N multiplets survives even without any attempts to

remove or select certain components with appropriate

�TROSY� phase cycling. For the molecular weights we

are considering (sc>80 ns), it can be seen that the Yang

and Kay scheme used for simple double resonance 2D

spectrum (obtained by taking Kay, et al.�s 1992 gradient
sensitivity enhanced HSQC scheme [11] and adding a
15N p/2 pulse simultaneously to the last 1H p/2 pulse,
removing the 1H p pulse in t1, and turning off 15N

decoupling during acquisition) is already free of the

anti-TROSY cross-peak even without a long 15N con-

stant time evolution period (with the exception of the

Asn and Gln NH2 side-chains).

Since a triple resonance pulse sequence based on

CRINEPT has not yet been published, we have chosen

to create such a sequence utilizing 15N, 13C multiple-
quantum coherence transfer, the MQ-HNCO-CRIN-

EPT, shown in Fig. 1e. This sequence is a simplification

of motifs used by Salzmann et al. [12] and discussed by

Loria et al. [13] and minimizes the number of 15N and
13C p pulses which were shown to be of negligible effect

for correlation times of 52 ns but are expected to be

unfavorable at the largest molecular weights. In Fig. 1e,

the first constant time delay of �20ms is incremented
while the second 20ms delay is decremented en bloc in

order to achieve chemical shift evolution in 15N. While

this may seem unfavorable due to the modulation of the
15N–13C J evolution with chemical shift evolution,

causing phase twisted 15N line-shapes, in practice the

scheme works well, and the phase twist is not noticeable

due to the large line-widths involved; modulation of the
15N–13C transfer function (as Sin(p*1JNC(T � t1=2))) is
not unfavorable for the maximum t1 used (10ms) when

T is 20ms and assuming 1JNC of 15Hz. An advantage of

the 15N, 13C MQ coherence transfer is its simplicity, and

it can be readily incorporated into the complex quad-

rature and multiplet phase recovery scheme of 2D

CRINEPT as published by Riek et al. [4].

We have also chosen to do a simple INEPT/reverse-

INEPT based HNCO using the same 15N,13C MQ
transfer (since it gave cleaner and better signal intensity

than the single quantum version with more 15N and 13C

pulses), shown in Fig. 1c. This is no different from a

standard HNCO sequence with the proton composite

pulse decoupling removed (and can be compared to

Yang and Kay�s Fig. 2C of [10]).

For TROSY based sequences, there are two consid-

ered here. The clean-TROSY method of Sorensen group
gives the maximal signal with the least artifacts for most

systems we have studied at 900MHz. However, like the

TROSY scheme of Pervushin and others, this method

requires 15N–1H multiple quantum coherence to be

present during the first part of the transfer from 15N back

to 1H before acquisition, as pointed out by Yang and

Kay [10]. Thus we have done a direct comparison of the

Sorensen method and the Yang/Kay method TROSY
schemes incorporated into HNCO sequences. The 15N–
13C multiple quantum transfers were considered (Fig. 1b)

in addition to the traditional single quantum 13C� evo-
lution for the Sorensen version of TROSY in Fig. 1a; for

Yang/Kay scheme, only the single quantum version,

Fig. 1d, was considered, based on its 1D signal intensity

being the same as the multiple quantum version.



Fig. 2. 2D HNCO 1H–15N spectra of LFA-1 in 40% glycerol-d8 at 296K (corresponding to 52 ns sc) using various pulse sequence schemes of Fig. 1.
In all four, data matrices consisting of (64, 1024) complex points in (t1, t2) corresponding to acquisition times of (21.9 and 71.2ms) in (F1, F2) were

recorded with 64 transients/FID with a repetition delay of 2.0 s, and all at the same receiver gain setting and contour plotted at the same levels. (a)

Using pulse scheme of Fig. 1b; (b) using pulse scheme of Fig. 1a; (c) using pulse scheme of Fig. 1c; and (d) using pulse scheme of Fig. 1d.
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3.1. T ¼ 296K (sc ¼ 52 ns)

Fig. 2 shows comparison of 2D 15N–1H correlation

spectra of LFA-1 in glycerol at 296K (corresponding to

52 ns sc), acquired using the various HNCO pulse

schemes of Fig. 1 (relaying through the 13C but not

evolving 13C chemical shift). Quantitative comparison of

peak intensities is shown in Table 1 for these 2D data.

As is evident from the intensities of some of the weakest
peaks, the quantitative results are consistent with visual

inspection of the spectra. Signal to noise comparisons

between 3D HNCO using Yang/Kay motif and clean-

TROSY motif gave results consistent with Table 1 (data

not shown); it is clear that the Yang/Kay-TROSY motif
Table 1

Relative signal to noise comparisons for various triple resonance pulse schem

A. HNCO

clean-TROSY

B. MQ

clean-T

A. HNCO clean-TROSY — 0.93� 0

B. MQ-HNCO clean-TROSY 1.10� 0.13 (125) —

C. MQ-HNCO 0.88� 0.16 (78) 0.82� 0

D. HNCO Y/K-TROSY 1.56� 0.24 (110) 1.38� 0

Quantitative comparison of peak intensities of the various 2D HNCO sp

shown here for LFA-1 in 40% glycerol sample at 296K. The number of peak

refers to the name convention in Fig. 1. Relative sensitivity for a particula

columns for comparison with other pulse sequences; the cell numbers transpo

the reliability of the automated peak picking and hand editing of the peak ta

Kay-TROSY scheme is superior to the other three.
is markedly better than regular TROSY schemes which
store magnetization as multiple-quantum coherence

during part of the transfer from 15N to 1H. The sensi-

tivity of the 3D HNCO is such that >95% of all known

and assigned peaks for LFA-1 system in water at 298K

were found.

3.2. T ¼ 283K (sc ¼ 80 ns)

To assess the sensitivities of 1H–13C–15N correlation

schemes of Fig. 1 at 283K and below (sc> 80 ns), we

acquired simple 2D 1H–15N double-resonance spectra

(1H–15N–1H only, without relay through 13C). In Fig. 3

are shown clean-TROSY (a), CRINEPT (b), water-flip-
es for 52 ns protein

-HNCO

ROSY

C. MQ-HNCO D. HNCO

Y/K-TROSY

.15 (132) 1.10� 0.22 (81) 0.63� 0.12 (123)

1.28� 0.22 (61) 0.74� 0.10 (72)

.25 (62) — 0.60� 0.18 (110)

.23 (72) 1.70� 0.30 (87) —

ectra shown in Fig. 2 using pulse schemes of Fig. 1 reveals the results

s analyzed is shown in parentheses, and the letter in front of each name

r pulse sequence is viewed by selecting a row and looking across the

sed across the diagonal should be and is roughly reciprocal, confirming

bles before averages determined. The results show that HNCO-Yang/



Fig. 3. 2D 1H–15N COSY spectra of LFA-1 in 40% glycerol-d8 at 283K (corresponding to 80 ns sc) using various pulse sequence schemes, but all at
the same receiver gain setting and total experiment time. (a) Clean-TROSY; (b) CRINEPT-TROSY; (c) water flip-back HSQC; and (d) Kay-coupled-

HSQC–TROSY. In a, c, and d data matrices consisting of (64, 1024) complex points in (t1, t2) corresponding to acquisition times of (17.5 and 71.2

ms) in (F1, F2) were recorded with 64 transients/FID with a repetition delay of 2.0 s. In (b), two separate data matrices with 32 transients/FID was

used with inversion of the last 15N p/2 pulse and shuffled appropriately to obtain pure phase TROSY/anti-TROSY line-shapes as prescribed by Riek

et al. [4]. Although difficult to tell from these spectra, quantitative peak height comparisons yielded the Kay-coupled-HSQC–TROSY scheme to have

significantly higher sensitivity (40%) over clean-TROSY scheme which in turn had better sensitivity (10 and 25%, respectively) over HSQC and

CRINEPT schemes at this temperature.
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back HSQC (c), and Kay gradient sensitivity enhanced

HSQC without t1/t2 decoupling and with extra 15N p/2
pulse before acquisition (d). At this temperature, the 2D
1H–15N clean-TROSY has sensitivity advantage of

about 25% relative to 2D 1H–15N CRINEPT, and so we

expect this advantage to transfer to the triple resonance

scheme if we simply inserted 15N–13C multiple quantum
transfer scheme to either sequence to make the triple

resonance schemes of Fig. 1. We do not expect CRIN-

EPT to be useful or better than TROSY schemes at this

temperature representing correlation time of a 250 kDa

macromolecule. However, Yang/Kay-TROSY was an

impressive further 40% gain over clean-TROSY, making

it an ideal building block for triple resonance experi-

ments.
To confirm these results, we show, in Fig. 4, 2D 1H–

15N spectra from the triple resonance HNCO experi-

ments of Fig. 1 (similar results as Fig. 2), this time at 283

K. Quantitative comparison of peak intensities between

two of these spectra, Yang/Kay-TROSY based HNCO

(Fig. 4d) and clean-TROSY based HNCO (Fig. 4a)

shows 1.49� 0.26 for 54 peaks compared, consistent

with comparison of just the 1H–15N transfers; superi-
ority of the Yang/Kay-TROSY is convincingly demon-

strated. The sensitivity of the 3D HNCO at this
temperature is such that >95% of all the peaks present

for 3D HNCO at 296K were also present.

Comparisons of 2D 13C HNCO spectra for pulse

schemes 1a, b, c, and d show similar results as the 2D N–

H correlation (data not shown). Fig. 5 shows a 2D 13C

Yang/Kay-TROSY-HNCA spectrum (same as Fig. 1d

but without the band selective decoupling of the 13C0—
replaced with shifted p pulses during 13Ca evolution—

but with 2H decoupling instead), also at 283 K, clearly

demonstrating the feasibility of backbone assignments

at MW> 250 kDa, especially if higher deuteration levels

are utilized. However, a further relay through the car-

bon for sequence such as HN(CO)CA or HN(CA)CO is

likely to fail at these high fields with unfavorable car-

bonyl relaxation properties due to its large CSA.

3.3. T ¼ 277K (sc > 100 ns)

Going further down in temperature to 277K reduces

the signal intensity in all of these experiments by at least

60% compared to the intensities at 283 K. Since even a

2D 1H–15N HNCO spectrum does not seem feasible at

this temperature, we have acquired 2D 1H–15N corre-
lation spectra using clean-TROSY (Fig. 6a), Kay-HSQC

(Fig. 6d, with no decoupling in t1/t2 but added 15N p/2 at



Fig. 4. 2D HNCO 1H–15N spectra of LFA-1 in 40% glycerol-d8 at 283K (corresponding to 80 ns sc) using various pulse sequence schemes of Fig. 1.
In all but (b), data matrices consisting of (64, 1024) complex points in (t1, t2) corresponding to acquisition times of (21.9 and 71.2ms) in (F1, F2) were
recorded with 192 transients/FID with a repetition delay of 2.0 s. In (b), two separate data matrices consisting of (64, 1024) complex points in (t1, t2)
corresponding to acquisition times of (21.9 and 71.2ms) in (F1, F2) were recorded with 96 transients/FID with a repetition delay of 2.0 s, so the total

experiment time are the same in all four. (a) Using pulse scheme of Fig. 1a; (b) using pulse scheme of Fig. 1e; (c) using pulse scheme of Fig. 1c; and (d)

using pulse scheme of Fig. 1d. In (a) and (c), receiver gain setting was 0.1 and 0.25, respectively, of the spectra (b) and (d) and so are plotted

accordingly at lower levels.
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the end), and 15N CRINEPT-TROSY schemes (Figs. 6b

and c). Based on factor of 2.4 increase in viscosity going

from 293 to 273K (5), sc> 100 ns is expected at tem-
perature of 277K, and as expected CRINEPT-TROSY

is superior to the other schemes for 1H–15N correlation.

At 277K, however, the 15N T2 is too short to effect

significant transfer to the 13C (�out and back�). Thus the
Fig. 5. 2D HNCA 1H–13C spectrum of LFA-1 in 40% glycerol-d8 at

283K using pulse sequence scheme similar to that of Fig. 1d. The

carrier was moved from carbonyl to alpha carbon, and alpha carbon

band-selective decoupling was replaced with phase-modulated p pulses

set to decouple carbonyl carbons and also deuterium decoupling. Data

matrix consisting of (32, 1024) complex points in (t1, t2) corresponding
to acquisition times of (10.8 and 71.2ms) in (F1, F2) were recorded

with 256 transients/FID with a repetition delay of 2.0 s.
advantages of the CRINEPT scheme is too little (over

other schemes) and too late to be of use as a module in

triple resonance experiments.
4. Conclusion

Triple resonance backbone experiments for assign-

ment of proteins of molecular weights in excess of

250 kDa and rotational correlation time of greater than

80 ns should be quite readily achievable with the highest
field instrumentation available currently. This work

shows experimental verification of the prediction of

Yang and Kay who first correctly pointed out that the

TROSY element which carefully avoids the short

transverse relaxation time of 1H–15N multiple quantum

coherence in the transfer from 15N back to 1H before

acquisition is indeed superior for all molecular weight

species which have 15N transverse relaxation times long
enough to effect anti-phase transfer to the direct bound
13C. What is even better, this pulse sequence is almost

exactly the same as the existing sequences for triple

resonance spectroscopy which were published by the

Toronto group in the early/mid 1990s; minimal modifi-

cation of these pulse sequences will be sufficient to effect

the necessary changes for observing triple resonance

spectra of very large molecular weight species.



Fig. 6. 2D 1H–15N correlation spectra of LFA-1 in 40% glycerol-d8 obtained at 277K using various pulse sequence schemes but all at the same

receiver gain setting and total experiment time. (a) clean-TROSY; (d) Kay coupled-HSQC–TROSY; (b) and (c) CRINEPT-TROSY plotted at 1.41�
and 2� the contour level of (a) and (d). In (a) and (d), data matrices consisting of (64, 1024) complex points in (t1, t2) corresponding to acquisition

times of (17.5 and 71.2ms) in (F1, F2) were recorded with 64 transients/FID with a repetition delay of 2.0 s. In (b) and (c), two separate data matrices

with 32 transients/FID was used with inversion of the last 15N p/2 pulse and shuffled appropriately to obtain pure phase TROSY/anti-TROSY line-

shapes as prescribed by Riek et al. [4]. Analysis shows CRINEPT to be superior for most non-side-chain peaks at this temperature.
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Appendix A

Here we give a summary of sensitivity comparison

between the new Avance-900 (energized in July, 2001)

and a DRX-800 (energized in August, 1998). Compari-

son of the newer 900�s 0.1% ethyl-benzene sensitivity

standard relative to the 800 yields as much as 50% gain

(probably due to improvements in probe technology in

the three years, since all things being ideal, the sensitivity

should scale as H1:5
0 , or a mere 19% for 900 vs. 800).

However for an aqueous protein sample such as LFA-1

(without glycerol) in 95% H2O/5% D2O at temperature

of 277K, the sensitivity improvement for 15N clean-

TROSY experiments on two slightly different samples

and on two different 800MHz probes and time-span >3
months (determined by peak heights, not volumes,

normalized by noise level for each spectrum) was

1.36� 0.16 over 118 peaks. For simple water flip-back
HSQC experiment also, the gain was 1.36.
Various groups have predicted the advantage of the

900MHz spectrometer over lower field machines when

doing TROSY type experiments on large systems. For

systems as large as MW �106 Da (sc�350 ns), we have
seen predictions of 900:800 sensitivity gain of 7 (K.

Dayie, personal communication); while such gains

might be possible, a particularly useful analysis was gi-
ven by Brutscher [14] who compared HSQC vs. TROSY

intensity ratios as a function of the CSA-DD cross-

correlation rate constant factored with the time during

which 15N magnetization is in the transverse plane in a

given experiment. In this way he was able to provide a

useful guideline for which types of experiments the

TROSY method has advantages over non-TROSY

method, given a particular molecular weight and the
experimental magnetic field strength. The general con-

clusion was that TROSY has substantial gains over non-

TROSY and has greater utility, especially for larger

molecular weight systems in experiments such as triple

resonance HNCO, HNCA or hydrogen-bond or long-

range coupling constant measurements where the 15N

magnetization is in the transverse plane for long periods

of time (40–100ms). In order to quantify the TROSY
effect at 900 vs. 800, we have acquired constant-time

TROSY experiments with 15N constant time delays of

40 and 80ms and at both 800 and 900MHz for the

LFA-1 sample in 40% glycerol-d8 at 296 and 283K (as
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above); we have also acquired the same data on LFA-1
(22 kDa) without glycerol at 277K as a reference. The

relative sensitivity gains are shown in Table 2. We hoped

to be able to account for the expected sensitivity gain

from 800 to 900MHz from TROSY as being due to

these three factors: (A) peak intensity increase from re-

duced 15N transverse relaxation of the narrow compo-

nent at the two fields (the 15N �line-narrowing effect�,
(R2N 900/R2N 800)

�1); (B) peak intensity gain in the di-
rectly detected dimension from reduced 1H transverse

relaxation of the narrow component at the two fields

(the 1H �line-narrowing effect,� (R2H 900/R2H 800)
�1); and

(C) the reduced signal attenuation during the 15N con-

stant time, T, of the form exp[(R2N 800 )R2N 900)�T].
For the 40% glycerol system, calculations based on

equations of Pervushin et al. [1], assuming high levels of

deuteration, gives 15N R2 value of 27 and 30 s�1 at 900
and 800MHz, respectively, at 296K (52 ns sc) for the
narrow component; in Table 2, intensity ratio of 2.49

and 2.34 for rows 3 and 4 at 900 and 800MHz is a

measure of exp[R2N (T80ms )T40ms)], consistent with R2N

values of 22.8 and 21.3 s�1, respectively. For this range
of R2 values we expect the factor (C) above to be 1.10–

1.22 going from 40 to 80ms, and the slight increase in

sensitivity gain as data shown in rows 1 and 2 are in
agreement within experimental error limits. Taking 900

vs. 800 gain in intensity of 2.6 from row 1 of Table 2,

factoring out 1.36 due to normal probe sensitivity dif-

ferences between 800 and 900, factor of 1.1 for (A) and

1.1 for (C) above, we are still left with almost 1.6 in

sensitivity gain; assuming that sensitivity gain due to

proton line-narrowing effect, factor (B), is also 1.1 (this

is difficult to estimate for all the resonances due to the
large variation in remote proton density and proton

CSA values which contribute to the proton line-width

differential substantially [2]), we are left with about 1.4

in sensitivity gain going from 800 to 900MHz which is

still to be accounted for.
Table 2

Constant-time (CT) TROSY sensitivity comparison at 900MHz vs.

800MHz for LFA-1

95% H2O at 277K 40% glycerol-d8 at

296K

A. 900:800 (CT 40ms) 1.65� 0.15 (127) 2.60� 0.78 (66)

B. 900:800 (CT 80ms) 1.64� 0.19 (108) 2.75� 0.54 (32)

C. 40:80ms (900MHz) 1.45� 0.23 (176) 2.49� 0.53 (102)

D. 40:80ms (800MHz) 1.41� 0.16 (152) 2.34� 0.70 (34)

Quantitative comparison of peak intensities of LFA-1 samples in

water and water/glycerol between 800 and 900MHz using clean-

TROSY method of Sorensen [5–7] with 40 and 80ms constant time

delays to attenuate 15N transverse magnetization. The number of

peaks analyzed is shown in parentheses. Results shown in rows 1 and 2

are obtained by comparing 900 vs. 800MHz while holding the constant

time fixed respectively at 40 and 80ms. Rows 3 and 4 are obtained by

taking the same datasets and comparing 40 and 80ms data at fixed

frequency of 900 and 800MHz, respectively.
When the glycerol-d8 sample was cooled to 283 K,
the 800MHz data did not yield sufficient number of

peaks at the 80ms constant time to do proper com-

parisons; at 40ms constant time, we see gain of about

3.2 of 900 over 800. Attempt to account for this rather

large gain by factoring out 1.36 (due to inherent and

probe sensitivity differences from 800 to 900), 1.17, 1.1,

and 1.1 (due to factors C, A and B, respectively) leaves

over 1.6 in unaccounted-for difference in sensitivity
between 800 and 900MHz. Possibly this is due to the

per-scan signal-to-noise ratio at lower field being poor

enough that the assumed gain of square root of the

number of scans rule in Fourier signal averaging can

not be applied here. Nevertheless we can see clearly

that for increasingly larger systems the gain is larger on

the 900 relative to the 800; when we take the gain of

1.65 (from row 1 and 2 of Table 2) for LFA-1 at 277K
above (900 vs. 800) and factor out 1.36, then we can

say that for this size protein the gain due to TROSY

on going from the 800 to the 900 is a modest 1.2. For

the larger system, assuming the same 1.36 to be the

same factor accounting for non-TROSY sensitivity

difference between the 800 and the 900, the TROSY

gain factor would be about 1.9 and 2.3 for glycerol

sample at 296 and 283K, respectively. For systems
with correlation times of 320 ns (MW�106 Da), factors
(A) and (C) are expected to be 1.1 and 1.9 going from

800 to 900MHz for 40ms constant time. While it is not

clear how one can extrapolate the unaccounted-for

gains for larger systems, the large increase due to fac-

tor (C) alone would put a lower limit gain of about 3.7

for the shortest constant time experiments feasible;

when multiplied by the 1.2 probe sensitivity factor,
gain of 4.5 is expected upon going from 800 to

900MHz with conventional probe-heads. However

these very hopeful numbers for sensitivity gain may not

be realizable for actual systems approaching 1MDa

molecular weight for which this work has shown that

triple resonance type experiments requiring long 15N

transverse magnetization delays are likely to fail. The

sensitivity gains observed at 900MHz in the current
experiments will be further increased at still higher

magnetic fields, up to a proton Larmor frequency of

1.1GHz where TROSY effects are expected to be

maximal for NH spin systems [1].
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